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Violence, hatred and conflicts, these are just some of the many
reasons why war begins. Peace is the opposite of war. Nowadays, many
individuals wonder how this peace can be achieved. But the question is, is
peace really possible to achieved? How will all nations experience world
peace?
World peace is all about the freedom, happiness and non-violence
advocacy within a nation or between people here on earth. It is through
cooperating willingly with other people and by voluntarily do movements
that will prevent war to arise are just some of the keys to achieve the kind
of peace that all people needs. Such as, social movements that promote
and seek to start peace and to end all the war present in our world today.
People also advice that world peace can only be achieved if we first
establish peace within our minds, and also some say that through love
towards all the creation of God is the way to achieved peace. Through
unity of one nation, the being oneness of all can also be a way. World
peace is achievable when there is no longer conflict. Everyone deserved
to attain love, justice and most specially the peace. Let us not stop
hoping and still always remember to never stop moving to attain the
peace we need. People are smart enough to know how peace can be
achieved. Lots of studies, articles, books, poems and even to songs shows
how peace can be attain but still we don’t have it.
Even if with different nationalities, religions, faiths and believes, let us
learn to destroy the boundaries that make the peace impossible to enter
in our world. Let us bring down the war and give peace the honor to rule.
It is maybe hard but let us give peace a chance.

